IT is now five years since the complete work of Professor Ivan Pavlov on ' conditioned reflexes ' first made its appearance in English' and in that time a second volume2 has also been published. The far-reaching importance of this original contribution to the physiology of cerebral function cannot be overestimated. Nevertheless, the difficulties inherent in the method and the time and patience required for its performance have resulted in the limitation of first-hand experience to comparatively few workers, with corresponding lack of discussion of the hypotheses which have been put forward to correlate the results of the work. Already writers on cerebral function have attempted to apply the hypotheses of Pavlov to the elucidation of their problems. Therefore it may not be out of place now to review some of these hypotheses. The space of time elapsed since their! appearance precludes any such comment from being prejudicial to the reception of Pavlov's work in this country.
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In common with many other well-studied nervous phenomena the 2onditioned reflexes are still obscure in their essential nature; the following discussion of them indicates a fresh point of view of cortical function.
THE MEANING OF ' REFLEX. ' The word ' reflex ' has long had a specialized meaning, denoting automatic fixed inborn responses of the decerebrate nervous system to stimulation of sensory channels. Although, indeed, used by some to describe certain reactions obtained from the intact animal, the word reflex has come to imply assumed identity with the unwilled automatic response obtainable from subcortical nervous structure. In that reflex salivation can be obtained from a decerebrate animal by contact of food with the lining of the mouth, salivation may be reflex. The association of such salivation in response to a stimulus which requires the function of the cerebral cortex for its effect does not necessarily mean that it is then also reflex. Indeed, it is possibly in nature very different fromn true reflex salivation, The very inflexibility of spinal, bulbar and subcortical reflexes is implicit in, and a necessary consequence of, anatomically prearranged fixed nervous channels; but the flexibility of ' conditioned reflexes ' points to quite a different mechanism. Flexibility of response to the same stimuli, and habituation to stimuli, appear to be two of the chief characteristics of cerebral nervous function. To identify them with the above fixed responses is to commence by confusing one of the issues of the enquiry.
It is possible that the fixed inborn response may be totally suppressed and replaced by a ' voluntary ' or other cortical response. So long as this possibility cannot be eliminated, the identity of one with the other, apart from their final common path, remains a matter for conjecture. The application of the word ' reflex ' is best retained for reactions from subcortical levels. The dividing line between conditioned response and reasoned response is vague enough. Pavlov defends his use of the word 'reflex ' by emphasising that the reactions of the animal could be described on a physiological basis without postulating motivation. By this bold stroke he establishes an objective approach to his problem. But such use of the word tends to bias the interpretation of the reactions in favour of fixed invariable responses, or to leave the word ' reflex ' with no meaning whatever, except response to stimulus. The use of the word by Pavlov to describe the reaction of the dog to the presence of something strange (' investigatory reflex ') or to conditions of ' restraint ' (' freedom reflex ') or to command ('reflex of slavery '), tends to have the result that each and every movement of an animal is to be called a reflex. Only some of the types of response called ' investigatory reflex '-for example, the investigatory reflex to light (ref. 1, p. 341) The essential feature of a conditioned response appears to be the relationship in time between a signal and response-exciting agent (usually a food agent and a corresponding alimentary response). The signal may involve the use of almost any afferent channel of the nervous system, and is a change of environment acquiring its value as a signal simply by virtue of its time relation to the exciting agent. The question of time is important, ' priority ' giving the association effect, and immediate priority being more potent than more remote.
For the establishment of the conditional response satisfaction of the nervous state set up is essential. The animal must be satisfied with food after repetition of the signal before the establishment of the signal as a reflex stimulus can occur. What does this satisfaction or fulfilment of the train of events mean? Pavlov does not discuss this, although the psychologists have in their field encountered a similar problem for which, in a wider sense, Troland3 proposes the term ' retroflex action,' and it is discussed by Lashley4 in relation to experiments on learning without, however, any conclusion as to the means by which ' closure ' (completion of response) determines retention of habit. To the present writer the importance of fulfilment of the train of events in establishing a conditioned reflex or a habit illustrates a characteristic of cortical processes, and implies a definite kind of mechanism. The last step in the train of events must be the final proprioceptive sensory information reaching the cortex, implying repletion of the hunger need. Hunger, the approach of food indicated by a signal, and the proprioceptive information of fulfilment are the essentials for establishment of the signalsalivation-conditioned response association.
In confirmation of the importance of proprioceptive fulfilment information in cortical processes one may cite-the uselessness of the deafferented arm in the monkey as originally demonstrated by Mott and mechanism whereby the appropriate area of cortex can be lowered in threshold, but we shall see below that such a mechanism may also have a use in other cortical processes, notably in the explanation of sleep.
The process of distraction of a conditioned response therefore becomes a possibility as a purely positive process. A conditioned response is a positive activity; its abeyance may imply merely a shift of the activity elsewhere, and not necessarily a negative, active suppression. The position is clearer perhaps when several conditioned reflexes are interacting. Here it seems simpler and more sound to consider first whether the resultant response be merely the effect of the signal which for purely biological reasons most claims attention, slightly altered maybe by the distracting effect of the others upon the singleness of the attention, rather than to consider possible supposed mutual counterinhibitions interacting and spreading over a cortical receiving mechanism. It may be objected that such a superadded subsidising mechanism, or attentive process, adds to the complication of the supposed mechanism, but Pavlov has to use the ' investigatory reflex' to provide his ' external inhibition,' and its important effects require closer analysis. It seems better here to leave interpretation more open and to call the process ' external inhibition ' simply ' external distraction ' or ' external interruption.' The process of ' attention ' here outlined would appear identical with that described as ' investigatory reflex ' by Pavlov, except that ' attention ' is assumed to take part in every conditioned response.
When a conditioned response has once been established it reaches a maximum and then gradually fades, so that in time the stimulus produces no effect, even if it be ' reinforced ' regularly', and may even become ' inhibitory.' Such fading is regarded by Pavlov as ' functional exhaustion ' of the nerve-cells, but not ' autodestruction of the nerve-cells ' because reflex inhibition can still be produced by the stimulus. A weakening of the attentive facilitative process would seem here also to give a more satisfactory explanation than that the conditioned response ' develops inhibition,' a negativity which is itself unexplained.
Pavlov finds that a long interval between the signal and the conditioned response, the ' trace reflex,' develops a certain property whereby any other conditioned reflex is depressed or even does not occur during that interval. He supposes that the time interval has ' inhibited ' other reflexes. But is this so? It seems obvious that the cerebral cortex is in some way estimating time during the interval. If food has been presented always thirty seconds after the signal then in some way salivation occurs thirty seconds after the signal only because the cortex has in some way been functioning to estimate that time. Here again, without necessarily invoking the activity of mind, there seems to be no real objection to supposing that attention is focussed on bodily happenings such as respiration, and the threshold raised for all other conditioned responses because they cannot gain attention. This process could be called an ' internal distraction,' distinct from ' inhibition.' After-effect of such a process reflects the after-effect of the activity underlying it, and is neither for nor against the presence of inhibition.
INHIBITION.
When a positive conditioned response has been established to one signal, and then another signal repeatedly presented without food (' unreinforced '), this second acquires negative properties. The positive response may be depressed if the positive signal is given just after the negative one. In this case the negative process is rightly called inhibitory, for it exerts actively a suppression of the positive response; and it can suppress other positive responses as well. The evidence, however, indicates that such a negative ' differential inhibition ' is not a simple corresponding opposite to the positive conditioned reflex. It is in fact a compound with the positive reflex, and we may suppose that the negative signal has the significance of the words ' not the positive signal.' To endow imnplied negation with signal value is surely not unphysiological when the receptive organ is one which is adapted for discrimination. The earlier establishment of the positive response is essential; that subsequent negative value is in some way bound to the positive response is illustrated by the way in which a slight external distraction produces once The signal meaning must, however, be here considered, and a reasonable presumption seems to be that, since the whole process depends on an association of two things in time, a recent association of one thing with the lack of a habitual accompaniment must have as much significance as a signal as would its previous association. On this view extinction would be the development of a fresh conditioned response, in this case an active negation, a true inhibitory suppression response, a superstructure to the originally excitatory stimulus. Such experimental inhibitory extinction will in fact recover in time its original positive properties spontaneously, thus revealing the underlying positive process. THE With highly commendable foresight, Pavlov named the receptive side of the conditioned response mechanism the ' analyser,' thiis removing all implication of anatomical nature from the discussion of sensory functional effects. He speaks of the visual, auditory, tactile and visual analysers as primary divisions of a sensory field. Thus generalization of a stimulus is spoken of as the ' irradiation ' of the effect of one particular stimulus to stimuli with related physical properties. In this way tones from similar regions of the scale, or skin points lying close to one another, become potentially endowed with the same effect. It is very necessary to consider in detail just how this ' spread ' of effect may occur.
Pavlov supposes that when a certain stimulus reaching an analyser becomes endowed with negative effect in virtue of its relationship to another established negative stimulus, inhibition has spread from the central representative of the one stimulus to that of the other. Inhibition and excitation can, he says, irradiate and concentrate in the analysers. In the sense that the conditioned effect of a stimulus depends on its relation to the effects of similar (therefore nearby) stimuli, inhibitory or excitatory effects may thus be said to be spread in the analyser. It must be pointed out, however, that by analyser Pavlov has defined the central sensorium as a functional plane not to be construed as meaning an anatomical structure, and by ' irradiation ' he is construing a widening of response significance in this functional plane. To apply the working of this conception to a layer of cortical nerve-cells is not by any means justified. The inhibition which ' irradiates,' irradiates in the eflects produced by analyser mechanism, and to argue that inhibition spreads in the analyser structure itself is without further evidence unjustifiable. To extend the analogy further and speak of 6 . . .
internal inhibition which is widely irradiated, extending over the whole mass of the hemispheres and involving the lower centres of the brain as well 112 is not onlv using the analvser and irradiation within it in a manner which the original definition aims to avoid, but is giving an anatomical basis to properties (such as linear relationship of tone series) which were allowed merely as properties of the analyser because its mechanism was purely functionally considered.
That inhibitory significance spreads from one part of the analyser to another is based on a mass of evidence. The supposition that inhibition therefore spreads from one area of cerebral cortex to another, or from one depth to another depth, rests on no evidence at all.
To return to our own conception of the generalization of stimuli. When first conditioned a stimulus has excitant properties in virtue of its general character only. It Dissimilarity is a stimulus-property capable of deciding potency in differentiation. The potential value of a stimulus is related to its similarity to already existing stimuli. If it partakes the properties of a similar established signal Pavlov advances the supposition that the established signal has affected the cortex by positive or negative influence. The fundamental deduction should be that the cortex is unable to differentiate between the two owing to lack of dissimilarity in the stimnuli. Closer differentiation is only made by contrasted conditioning. I would like to distinguish between spontaneous diflerentiation and conditioncd differentiation, the former being the property of the cortex of estimating dissimilarity spontaneously, the latter the property of the cortex of estimating dissimilarity by conflicting conditioning. Natural differentiation varies inversely with the multiple of properties common to any two stimuli; the degree of generalization of the effect is the degree of generalization of a common property and not the influence of the cortical mechanism for one on that for the other.
When a differentiation is conditioned each step in the approximation of the differentiation is the establishmeiit of two new reflexes, each to a more specific property thain the last. The new signal potenitialities become associated with more discriminating parts of the analyser; their interaction is on a higher plane. The ' pattern ' is changed, but is the same ' pattern ' in a fresh place. The plan of potential effect of other related stimuli can still be predicted from their relationship to the established signals and still rcmains a function of the natural discriminative power of the senscry cortex.
If a stimulus possesses specific properties which it is possible to condition but which the cortex does not differentiate spontaneouslv these specific properties must always be appreciated by the sensorium. Why are they not differentiated spontaneously if at all ? This is the crux of the problem and its solution is the elucidation of the mechanism of the sensory cortex. Pavlov's solution is that such finer discriminations, each reaching a particular point in the analyser, remain impotent until the poinit is affected by a spread of effective influence from a neighbouring point of established sign. How this spread originates or takes place he does not explain. It has no counterpart in spinal reflexes. Beritoff " states that there is ' general increase in excitability of the whole cortex ' during the period of formation of the conditioned response, allowing widespread temporary connexions to be set up between the cutaneous analyser and the motor apparatus. If instead we postulate that the sensory cortex can appreciate finer discriminations by integrative function of sensory correlating neurones, and that this function cecurs only. in the presence of strong facilitation prov,ided by the attentive process hypothecated earlier above, then a positive solution of sensory discrimination is found. Pressed to activity by a conflicting environmental situation, the process of attention facilitates a higher discrimination of sensory information and the essential conditioned potential linkage is extended to be attached to this higher plane. Distraction lessens the facilitation so that the earlier low grade differentiation may be restored (disinhibition)Y. Pressure of circumstance leads to increased cortical vigilance ' in the sense proposed by Henry Head"6. Thus a positive effect builds superstructure to existing low-grade differentiation.
Contrast in time produces a waning of effect just as much as contrast in space, and the time relations of ' irradiation of inhibition ' obtained from the experiments of Kogan and Andre'ev and others17 are readily explained on a basis of increasing time-contrast interacting with space-contrast to give compound differentiations. The cerebral cortex, even in its earliest beginning (the neopallium of the comparative anatomists), is the meeting ground of all sensory pathways. Pavlov finds by ablation experiments that only finer discriminations in any range of sensation require the area of cerebral cortex commonly accepted as the specific area for that sensation. Thus crude visual discriminations are possible in the frontoparietal cortex, crude auditory discriminations in parts other than the temporal cortex. From experiments upon maze habit learning in rats and monkeys Lashley"8 concludes that there is a wide generalization of functional effect in the cerebral cortex. Thus these two routes of approach have reached similar conclusions regarding localization of general effects.
A recent excellent review of the question of localization in the cerebral cortex by Ilines" summarizes the clinical, anatomical and histological evidence. From the physiological poinit of view the lack of localization of specific function becomes n4ore and more apparent.
The motor cortex gives a more direct index of its function than any other, but even here fluctuation in functioni has for a long time been known20. clinicopathological analysis. Thc present writer would insist that these functional analyses may be, and almost certainlv are, but the reflection of a relative concentration of like functional elements. How far scattered the outlying elements may be is a matter for conjecture, for even ' motor projection cells may not resemble the largest Betz-cells"2. The response to electrical stimulation is probably only the expression of algebraical summation in the relatively greatest concentrate of functionally similar elements. The microscopically intermingled mosaic of function prevents the artificial stimulus of the experimenter from selecting in its purity any one of its composite functional patterns. The immense practical clinical use of what is already known of motor localization is because disease often affects the motor cortex just as does the electrical stimulus. Clinical evidence points to greater concentration of motor cortical function in man than in animals, but even so localization is far from being absolute in any sense. -So too the calcarine cortex, though it bears a rough pattern corresponding with retinal segments, and though the knowledge of this pattern can be of the greatest practical value in detecting disease by perimetry, has no essential attribute of cortical function. As Collier has indicated2, it is little more than an entry zone to the cerebral cortex. No discriminative function whatever has been delimited within it, while at least some visual discriminations are possible beyond its limits1 .
In such a commingled, heterogeneous organ there must be a discriminative mechanism to which impulses of a primary sensation are relayed on their arrival at cortical levels. This discriminator must be able to extract the utmost significance from any stimulus combination. The site of convergence of one sensation upon another is most simply related to a superposed correlating neurone of the discriminative mechanism. This mechanism may, without anatomical identification, be pictured as a constituent of the whole cerebral cortex wherein, all sensations meeting on equal terms, the ultimate outcome is the result of connexions facilitated by the proprioceptive repercussions which reach the same nexus.
The failure of attempts to localize specific discriminations within this discriminative organ drive one to the provisional conclusion that there is no areal localization within it, and localization in depth gives little satisfaction.
The most constant evidence fromii learning experiments is that quantity of cortical substance determines degree of general efficiency16. We have postulated within the organ the effects of a labile facilitating mechanism, attention, against which there is neither functional nor structural evidence. We may presume the discriminative mechanism itself to be a layer of nervecells, but there is no conclusive evidence that it is an identifiable layer such as the middle granule layer, or ' receptive layer ' of Bolton24.
In the discriminative cortex there is widespread functional representation of proprioception although there is a relatively delimited entry zone in the parietal cortex. Proprioceptive sensation, from its very necessity in purely motor acts, is everywhere in close functional relationship with motor integration. Thus may these two essentials of the conditioned response fuse with a functionally if not structurally homogeneous field.
SLEEP.
It was argued earlier that a process of attention could, by subsidizing any particular mechanism of the cortex, heighten the activity of that mechanism as against that of all others. When this ' attentive ' process is depressed by satiety, or disintegrated by distraction, the conditioned response will not manifest itself. This failure may be only relative, in the sense that it lacks merely the facilitating process. In this way sleep can be explained as the complete suppression or disappearance of the process of attention, leaving all cortical processes subliminal. If the ' irradiation ' of inhibition of Pavlov occurs only as a mechanism of stimulus discrimination wholly dependent upon the contrast property of the stimulus and not as an inhibition of cortical neurones, then the cause of sleep must be looked for in the properties of the very signals initiating the experiments in which it occurs. It is significant that the most potent condition for sleep is that long interval during which in ' trace reflexes ' the cerebral cortex is somehow judging time, which it presumably does by attention fixation on some bodily rhythmic function such as respiration. Monotony is the rpost potent quality of stimulus in predisposition to sleep. The notion of a subcortical (from clinical and physiological evidence possibly thalamic) primitive sensory mechanism concerned in the appreciation of newness or vividness (primitive contrast) of stimulus, and having the power to facilitate the appropriate field of the cortical discriminating mechanism, provides a working hypothesis which accounts for the process of attention in the alert state. The fatigue, or exhaustion, or simple lack of stimulation of such a mechanism accounts for the phenomenon of sleep without the postulation of any active negative process. The transitional states of hypnosis remain as transitional states both on the above hypothesis or on the hypothesis of irradiation of inhibition.
We have already regarded disinhibition, the revelation of the positive element in negative by external distraction, as evidence of the compound nature of true cortical inhibition. This conception requires that the negative superstructure of a conditioned inhibition needs more facilitation from aitention than the original positive response on which it was founded. In this way the hypothesis of functional impairment of a mechanism of attention as an explanation of sleep may be used to explain the excitation immediately preceding sleep2 when attention is presumably impaired, and the 'ultraparadoxical ' phase succeeding sleep26 when grading of attention must also occur. The fact that ' The experimenter with conditioned responses is not dealing with a relatively isolated receptive pathway as is the case in experiments upon spinal reflexes. The receptive cerebral cortex is under constant stimulation, for on it afferent channels bear a constant stream of information. Negation may be implied by change in a particular combination, and be potent in effect.
Sequence in time lends differing signal values to the same combinations, so that the apparent paradox that absence of stimulus may itself be a stimulus will occur if an expected sequence be disrupted.
Under these circumstances a cortical process cannot be regarded as a chain, for the whole sensory cortex is welded together with a proprioceptive component into each response. A closer analogy may be that of a weave of cloth, where the individual threads are intermeshed to make a whole, and where for a short time after its unravelling each thread bears a trace of its part of the weave. The motor response is in some way included in the ' weave ' although it may not be manifest until late in the process. The experiments of Lashleyt6 show that though the general effect resembles the formation of a pattern, the details of the pattern are not essential. CONCLUSION. In conclusion it may be emphasized that Pavlov has without question gained recognition of the ' conditioned reflexes ' as a physiological approach to the problems in the function of the cerebral cortex. That being so it is now very necessary to plead the restriction of the use of such terms as ' inhibition ' and ' reflex ' to their narrower definition, and to point out the limitations of the direct application of functional conceptions to anatomical structure. In support of my contention that interpretation is not thereby restricted some alternative views are here proposed which provide a working hypothesis to explain cortical phenomena on a positive basis, and one which conflicts less with present conceptions of spinal reflex phenomena.
In order to estimate the presence and nature of nervous processes within the cerebral cortex the amount of effect obtained simply because the cortex fails to make discrimination must first be assessed and discounted. Assessment of degree of difference between stimuli in its finer shades requires some subjective reasoning on the part of the assessor; but, for the purpose of analysis of the protocols of most of the conditioning experiments so far published, contrast may be valued purely objectively by plotting the greater or less approximation of purely physical properties of the stimulus, e.g., the number of vibrations a second in a tone, or the distance apart of points of stimulation on a skin surface. Reaction to difference reveals the true analytical function of the cortex.
In the application of the results of the study of conditioned responses to the human cortex the most crucial problem appears to be whether a mental satisfaction can be made equivalent to a physical one. If a ' psychological ' satisfaction can stamp in the train of events preceding it then the application of ' conditioning ' to mental habits is clear; but the problem is beyond the scope of experimental physiology. Application of contrast differentiation to problems of mind and behaviour brings all the difficulties of estimating contrast values of abstract stimulus properties objectively. It is precisely at this point that the application of conditioned responses to man meets its greatest difficulty, whatever be the theoretical basis it is attempted to apply.
The establishment and analysis of the conditioned response are by far the most outstanding contribution to the physiology of the cerebral cortex in our time. It is far from the intention of the writer that the criticism and working hypotheses here outlined should in any way, even in appearance, detract from the appreciation of such monumental work. Rather it attempts to give a fuller understanding of Pavlov's work. Between the knowledge of the sensory processes in the cerebral cortex thus gained, and the little definite knowledge that has been gained of the outgoing cortical motor pathway, there remains a complicated nervous mechanism still unexplored. 
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